DNA connects with Reekoh.
DNA Connect signs distribution agreement to offer Reekoh’s IoT Integration platform.

DNA Connect is one of Australia's leading specialist distributors with over 25 years of experience distributing infrastructure, security and analytics
technologies to the IT and OT markets.

Reekoh provide an agile software platform that connects and integrates IoT technologies with any business system.
“There are a myriad of IoT sensor and platform options in the market, most of which won’t talk easily to each other. We went looking for an IoT
technology platform that could bridge the gap between them all – and we found it with Reekoh” said Munsoor Khan, Director at DNA Connect.
“The Reekoh platform provides integration between IoT components via plugins, this means no coding just configuration” continued Khan. “With
Reekoh and our IoT solutions stack our Partners can now provide a suite of sensor to dashboard solutions to their customers that are open and don’t
require specialist programming skills. Once Reekoh is in place with the customer, there is also capability for the next stage of IoT projects to develop
quickly beyond dashboards into business intelligence and integration”.
“Partnering with DNA was a natural next step,” said Dale Rankine, CEO and co-founder at Reekoh. “DNA’s engineering team worked with us to help
test our Splunk plugins in a couple of real world environments and we have been working very closely with DNA and their Partners on some new
Smart City projects. We are growing quickly and partnering with DNA will help to accelerate this growth”.
Reekoh was featured in Gartner’s “2017 Market Guide for IoT Integration” and was one of their “2017 Cool Vendors for the Internet of Things”.
About Reekoh
Reekoh is the leading agile IoT Data and API Management platform that connects and integrates IoT technologies with any business system.
Reekoh’s IoT Fabric is helping enterprises to rapidly take control of their fragmented IoT solutions, unlock the full value of their data, and build
capability for the future.
To learn more about Reekoh, visit https://reekoh.com
Reekoh Media Contact: press@reekoh.com
About DNA Connect
DNA Connect is one of Australia's leading specialist distributors with over 25 years of experience distributing analytics, infrastructure and security
technologies for IT and OT markets. Our expansive, agile customer-first culture and outstanding technical expertise not only makes us a great
company to work in, but also to work with.
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